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Whole Foods romances its products with artful
merchandising that appeals to its “foodie” audience.

The Role of
Design in
Building Brand
Value
The design of things shapes our
experience of them. Design has
the power to solve problems,
delight and engage — all the
elements of a great retail brand.
Shopping has long ceased to be
conceived of as a task. It is now
rightly considered an experience —
and people are known to become
loyal to experiences as much as,
sometimes more than, products.
As brands respond creatively to shifts
in consumer behavior, tastes and
desires, they become keenly aware
of the need to create an aesthetic
that strikes the right note with
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their customers. Why does teen
apparel store, Abercrombie & Fitch
hire hip associates, dim the lights
and crank up the music, giving the
impression of a really great party?
To feed the younger generation’s
thirst for social networking, and
to stay in harmony with their need
to establish social identities.
For its “foodie” audience, Whole Foods
Market artfully merchandises its
produce, showing off its texture and
color as though it were destined for
a gourmet table instead of the back
of the fridge or a shelf in the pantry.
Germany’s top retail brand, Aldi, on
the other hand, is the essence of thrift.
Its customers would be suspicious
if the value grocer’s spare aisle and
tidy stacks of canned goods were
replaced by anything resembling style.
Shoppers expect their favorite brands
to speak in a consistent voice, in store,
online and in traditional and digital

channels. In retail it is extremely
difficult to get all the customer-facing
components to talk the same talk to
convey consistency and relevancy.
However, a holistic approach rising
from design gets all the retail
components working together.
Light, color, texture and shapes
become a complete brand language,
orchestrated to create stories and
meaning about the brand. The warm
golden-yellow brand color of France’s
L’Occitane along with its use of nature
imagery immediately telegraphs its
ethos, whether it appears in the store,
print, or digital touchpoints as does
the proprietary blue of Tiffany & Co.
Design has the power to differentiate,
helping businesses break from the
pack through daring architecture
and experiential concepts. It can
convey a brand’s passion, kindle the
imagination and elevate emotion
for a more memorable experience.
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L’Occitane gives special
attention to interior design and
its brand values of authenticity,
simplicity, and sensory pleasure
come through in its boutiques.

Besides the intangible, design takes
care of the practical. The majority
of stores and websites still have
boundless opportunity to improve on
the execution of the brand promise.
Dated flow-through, assortments
that are unfocused, poorly done
merchandising are all widely
prevalent. For companies seeking
better performing stores through
design there’s nowhere to go but up.
And design can do the heavy lifting.
Experience is the defining element of
any brand. It provides the memory
that prompts repeat use, or doesn’t.
Failure to make a repeat purchase
could be blamed on the product. But
it could just as easily be a failing of
design. Design is the ticket to breaking
out of an old brand identity to reinspire your customers. It can help
add excitement and drama to routine
transactions. Its storytelling ability
can energize brand culture. Brands
often asked themselves: What do

we want our people to believe about
us? But a better question might be:
How do we want to be experienced?
Even as retailers adjust their practices
to the technology trends of today, the
best do not neglect design. Design
remains a powerful tool for raising
the brand experience, increasing
productivity and driving brand value.
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A Genius of the Storefront, Too
By JAMES B. STEWART

WHEN the architect Peter Bohlin arrived for his first meeting with Steve Jobs, he wore a tie.
“Steve laughed, and I never wore a tie again,” Mr. Bohlin recalled.
Thus began a collaboration that has extended from Pixar’s headquarters, completed in
2001, to more than 30 Apple Stores (and counting) around the globe, all with design work
by Mr. Bohlin and his firm, Bohlin Cywinski Jackson — and Mr. Jobs himself.
“The best clients, to my mind, don’t say that whatever you do is fine,” Mr. Bohlin said last
week, a few days after Mr. Jobs’s death. “They’re intertwined in the process. When I look
back, it’s hard to remember who had what thought when. That’s the best, most satisfying
work, whether a large building or a house.”
Just as Mr. Jobs transformed the notion of the personal computer and the cellphone, he left
an indelible stamp on architecture, especially the retail kind, traditionally a backwater of the
profession.
“No one in commercial architecture has ever channeled a product into architecture for a
client the way Peter did for Apple,” said James Timberlake, a founding partner of
KieranTimberlake, who is now designing the new American embassy in London. “Most
commercial architecture is under-detailed, under-edited and under-budgeted. It’s gross and
ugly, and most of it is an eyesore on the American landscape.”
The work of Mr. Bohlin and his colleagues for Apple, by contrast, is sleek, transparent,
inviting, technologically advanced — and expensive. In many ways, the retail architecture is
simply the largest box in which an Apple product is wrapped, and Mr. Jobs was famously
attentive to every detail in an Apple product’s presentation and customer experience.
The extensive use of glass in structures like Apple’s cube on Fifth Avenue, between 58th and
59th Streets in Manhattan, its cylinder in the Pudong district of Shanghai or its soaring
market hall on the Upper West Side of Manhattan have become so distinctive that Apple is
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seeking to patent the glass elements. Mr. Bohlin’s firm has won 42 awards for its work for
Apple, and Mr. Bohlin himself was awarded the American Institute of Architects’ gold medal
in 2010.
In their years working together, Mr. Jobs and Mr. Bohlin, who is 74, appeared to have
achieved a rare chemistry.
Mr. Jobs was “a very public person,” Mr. Timberlake observed. “That’s in contrast to Peter.
He’s not a Frank Lloyd Wright or a Philip Johnson. He doesn’t sweep into a room and take
over. You go to a design meeting, and it’s more like a fireside chat.”
A !TEAM led by Karl Backus at Bohlin Cywinski Jackson learned early on to approach Mr.
Jobs with alternatives. “He liked to be presented with options and would often make very
insightful suggestions,” recalled Mr. Backus, who lives in California and focuses full time on
Apple work. “We all enjoyed the collaboration.”
The notion of glass as Apple’s signature architectural statement first appeared in the
staircase in its store in SoHo, housed in a historic building.
“We had a two-story space, which is a great challenge to get people to go up or down,” Mr.
Bohlin said. “So we thought of glass. Steve loved the glass stairway idea. He got it. You make
magic. We made these stairs that were quite ethereal.”
Just as Mr. Jobs obsessed over Apple products, he pushed Mr. Bohlin to make the glass
structures ever more refined and pure.
“We got James O’Callaghan involved. He’s brilliant, a British structural engineer with
offices in New York and London,” Mr. Bohlin said. “Now we’re cantilevering the stairs from
top to bottom.”
In the newest Apple store, in Hamburg, Germany, the stairs float in space, attached only at
the top and bottom. The fittings are embedded in the glass, “so you get this magical sleek
profile when you look up the wall.” Mr. Bohlin said.
“This is the kind of detail Steve wanted,” he added. “We’ve been driving for this, doing more
and more with less and less. This has been a vision of architecture since earlier in the last
century. Modernism, some people would argue, is doing more with less. Steve wanted us to
push the edge of technology, but it had to be comfortable for people. Sometimes that idea
got lost in modernism. It’s an interesting challenge, how to marry the two.”
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Apple’s use of glass in retail architecture emerged as a design and branding element at its
Fifth Avenue store, which opened in 2006. The site had the initial challenge of luring
customers into an underground plaza that had been notoriously inhospitable as a retail
destination. The solution was a pristine glass cube and staircase flooded with natural light.
“We came to the conclusion it had to feel inevitable,” Mr. Bohlin said. “The adjacent G.M.
Building has a tall, narrow facade, and its best aspect is directly across from the Plaza Hotel.
Everything in the area is rectangular. So we thought of a square of light. It looks easy, but it
wasn’t.”
Customers started lining up 42 hours before the store opened, and lines have formed ever
since, with crowd control often required to prevent overcrowding. The building is now being
renovated and expanded. In keeping with Mr. Bohlin’s and Mr. Jobs’s never-ending quest to
achieve more with less, a new cube will feature larger glass panes and fewer visible
connecting elements.
Despite its popular and critical success, Mr. Bohlin and Apple have not simply repeated the
glass cube in other cities. The new Apple store in Shanghai is a glass cylinder using huge
seamless panels of curved glass. Like the cube on Fifth Avenue, it leads to a large
underground space, but in contrast, the area around it isn’t rectilinear, and the most
prominent local landmark, a towering television tower, is located at an oblique angle to the
shopping plaza.
“We had the idea of a circle,” Mr. Bohlin said. “Steve said, ‘Why isn’t the entire plaza around
the entrance a circle?’ I said that was a great idea, but that’s beyond our control. The plaza
was already under construction. Somehow he got the developer to agree to redesign and
redo it. I don’t know how he did it.”
More recently, Mr. Bohlin has used glass to create what he calls “great market halls,” such as
the Upper West Side store at 66th Street and Broadway.
“We’re doing a number of those,” he said. “The glazed lid. Can it be detailed any more
delicately? I’m not sure. We continue to press that. Steve was a great client in this regard.
He would not discourage innovation that was within his vision of what Apple is or he is.”
FOR someone as fascinated — some would say obsessed — by design and architecture as Mr.
Jobs, it’s surprising that he lived in a relatively modest Tudor-style house in Palo Alto,
Calif., built by a developer, and never lived in a house he helped to design. That might have
changed had he lived a while longer. He and Mr. Bohlin had been at work for years on plans
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for a new house when Mr. Jobs died.
“He was so busy and, of course, ill, so it was unlikely he’d ever live there,” Mr. Bohlin said.
“But he loved the site. It wasn’t a very large house, and we don’t know if he thought we were
finished. I remember when Steve first hired us, he said: ‘I hired you because you’ve done
very good large buildings, and you’ve done great houses.’ If you’re doing houses, then you’re
thinking about the subtleties of a building.’ ”
Mr. Bohlin continued: “I remember that so clearly, and I was impressed that he appreciated
that.”
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Salvatore Ferragamo Goes Big on Fifth Ave.
By SHARON EDELSON

Inside the Ferragamo flagship store.
Photo By Robert Mitra

NEW YORK — Ferragamo today unveils its newly renovated
Fifth Avenue flagship which, at 20,000 square feet, is its largest
store in the world.
The store at 663 Fifth Avenue and 53rd Street, is brighter and
more open, with 22-foot ceilings on the ground floor and a
walnut, steel and glass staircase that connects the first and
second floors. Italian stone floors, Venetian plaster walls, wood
veneers and glass etched with the house’s grosgrain pattern give
the store a rich feel. Walls covered in walnut and divided into grid
patterns by strips of stainless steel — the company calls them
Mondrian walls — showcase products on recessed shelves. A new
area was carved out for fine jewelry, which launched in the fall
and features silver and gold designs with diamonds, including silk
cord bracelets with silver charms and gold pendants encrusted
with diamonds, priced from $250 to $15,000.

Inside the Ferragamo flagship store.
Photo By Robert Mitra

Ready-to-wear, including runway designs, are showcased on the
left side of the store. In the flagship, rtw represents 15 percent of
total sales, Ferragamo president Vincent Ottomanelli said. “Rtw
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drives all of our categories,” he added. “New York is a significant
driver of our rtw.”
A red and black pinstripe suit is $2,140 for the jacket and $980
for the pants, a long halter dress with an enamel chain at the
neck, $4,650, and a navy gown with diamondlike clasp, $5,900.
A Salvatore Ferragamo Creations room has antique mirrorcovered walls and is filled with photos of the founder and
designer with celebrity clients such as Marilyn Monroe and
Rudolph Valentino. The room will showcase the 10 to 15 limited
edition collections that are produced from Ferragamo’s archives
each year.

Inside the Ferragamo flagship store.
Photo By Robert Mitra

A large shoe salon replete with leather couches and chairs
features everything from suede wedge espadrilles for $395 to
T-strap sandals with embroidered silver chains, $795. Handbags
include a red suede drawstring duffle with lizard trim, $2,200.
The soft W handbag is $1,850, a pebbled leather tote, $1,800 and
a chain-covered evening clutch, $2,250.
The second floor is devoted to men’s wear. It’s a darker variation
on the first level, with dark stained oak floors and brown
corduroy seating. Men’s shoes are displayed in fixtures along
windows facing onto Fifth Avenue. Ottomanelli said men’s and
women’s shoes and handbags are the company’s biggest
categories. The company’s U.S. business breaks down to 55
percent women’s and 45 percent men’s.

Inside the Ferragamo flagship store.
Photo By Robert Mitra

Ottomanelli said the flagship’s store design will be used for future
renovations and new openings. “We want to replicate this look in
our stores,” he said. “After we renovate a store we’ve been seeing
nice double-digit increases.”
Ottomanelli said renovation work will begin next week at the
Vancouver store. Ferragamo is unveiling a new store at the
Fashion Valley Mall in San Diego and there are plans to renovate
the San Francisco unit. Last year, stores in Las Vegas at Caesar’s
Palace and Atlanta at the Lenox Square Mall were renovated.
Ferragamo plans to double the size of its existing Chicago
flagship.

Inside the Ferragamo flagship store.
Photo By Robert Mitra

With 37 units in the U.S., Ottomanelli said the company’s strategy is to renovate and expand existing stores while
selectively adding new ones. In Florida, where Ferragamo operates five stores, the company is eyeing Miami’s
Design District and is considering an additional store in Houston. It also is eyeing Toronto and is looking at
several locations on Madison Avenue in Manhattan. “We believe it would have to be very special and different,”
Ottomanelli said. “We would like to create a little jewel box.”
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